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Section 1: Abstract

The Interstellar Dust Hypothesis has been posited as a possible triggering
mechanism for a Neoproterozoic Snowball Earth event [Pavlov et al., 2005]. This
hypothesis is reevaluated using a zero-dimensional computer energy balance model with
a more accurate set of optical assumptions for the dust layer. It is determined that a
model with a reflective and absorptive dust layer has about a 20% reduction in the
radiative forcing caused by the dust layer as compared to a model with a purely reflective
dust layer. This reduction in the radiative forcing suggests that the results obtained by
Pavlov et al. [2005] may be an underestimate for the dust cloud densities required to
trigger a Snowball Earth event. However, even with the percent reduction in the radiative
forcing, both climate models experience a substantial decrease in the incoming solar
energy and serious surface temperature reduction, which would likely result in noticeable
climate changes.
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Section 2: Introduction

The Neoproterozoic Era, spanning from roughly 1,000 million years ago (mya) to
540 mya, is a fascinating period in the Earth’s history with many unanswered questions
regarding the Earth’s climate and biological evolution. The latter part of the
Neoproterozoic Era is marked by two wide-spread glaciation episodes that may have
encompassed the entire globe. The first of these episodes is the Sturtian Glaciation (720
mya) and the second is the Marinoan Glaciation (635 mya). There are also other episodes
of glaciation during the latter part of the Neoproterozoic Era, though none of these
episodes appear to have achieved the magnitude of the Sturtian and Marinoan episodes
[Pierrehumbert, 2011]. Preceding the Sturtian Glaciation is a warm period of roughly
1,500 million years with an absence of glaciation episodes [Tajika, 2004]. Since the
latter part of the Neoproterozoic Era, the Earth has continued in a semi-regular cycle of
less intense glaciation episodes. Also, the Neoproterozoic Era precedes the Cambrian
Explosion, during which there was a massive diversification of species and the
emergence of multi-cellular life. Arguments have been made suggesting that the
Neoproterozoic Era glaciations could have contributed to the diversity of life emerging at
the end of the Neoproterozoic Era [Narbonne, 2005].
The geologic record from this time period has presented the scientific community
with many exciting challenges. These challenges include: glacial deposits with low
paleolatitude signatures, δ13C anomalies, and banded iron formations. Many of glacial
deposits have low-latitude paleomagnetic signatures and appear to have formed at sea-
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level [Hoffman et al., 1998]. Figure 1.1 illustrates a glacial deposit that likely formed at a
low latitude and low altitude.

Figure 1.1: Impact of a dropstone into a sea-bed in a Neoproterozoic glacial deposit in
Namibia [Hoffman and Shrag, 2002].
In the figure, a dropstone has been embedded in a sedimentary rock. The ripples
in the sediment below the dropstone suggest that it was deposited into soft sediment
layers, which is typical of marine environments. Such glacial deposits would occur
where a continental glacier meets the sea. Currently the only glaciers that occur at low
latitudes also occur at high altitudes, which suggest that these Neoproterozoic glacial
deposits were formed in a very different climate than the present climate.
These glacial deposits are not just isolated to Namibia. Since the Hoffman et al.
[1998] publication, considerable research has focused on identifying Neoproterozoic
glacial deposits to confirm the occurrences of low-latitude glaciations during this Era.
Figure 1.2 provides a histogram of glacial deposits vs. paleolatitude.
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Figure 1.2: A histogram of glacial deposits vs. paleolatiude [Hoffman and Shrag, 2002].
This histogram highlights the large amount of geologic evidence that supports the
claim that there were low-latitude glaciers at times during the Neoproterozoic Era.
Interestingly, this histogram lacks any evidence above 60 degrees latitude. Without
knowledge of the suspected continental arrangement during the Neoproterozoic Era, this
observation might be troubling. Figure 1.3 provides a diagram of the suspected
continental arrangement at the time of the two major glaciation episodes.
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Figure 1.3 Paleogeography during the Sturtian and Marinoan glaciation episodes
[Pierrehumbert et al., 2011].
During both episodes of major glaciation, a majority of the continental masses
were arranged in the equatorial and mid latitudes. About 900 mya, the tropical
supercontinent of Rodinia had formed, and by the Sturtian Glaciation episode (720 mya),
the supercontinent was oriented near the equator and beginning to break apart
[Pierrehumbert, 2011]. Following the break-up of Rodinia, the continental masses
drifted through the tropical and mid latitudes until they reformed into the supercontinent
Gondwanaland around 530 mya, which occurred roughly 100 million years after the
Marinoan Glaciation episode [Pierrehumbert, 2011]. The position of continental masses
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during this Era is consistent with the results from the histogram in Figure 1.2, which
illustrates the wide-spread occurrence in the the geologic record of low-latitude glacial
deposits during the latter part of the Neoproterozoic.
Another challenge presented in the Neoproterozoic geologic record is describing
the anomalies in the carbon isotope ratios. In their 1998 publication of their field work in
Namibia, Hoffman et al. observe significant variations in the inorganic δ13C values of
carbonate rocks spanning the glacial interval. The δ13C values drop from 5 to 10 per mil
in the 200 meters of carbonate below the glacial deposit to a negative extreme of -6 per
mil during the episode of glaciation [Hoffman et al., 1998]. Hoffman et al. [1998]
interpret this negative δ13C anomaly to suggest a drastic reduction in photosynthetic life
in the ocean. Living organisms prefer to incorporate lighter stable carbon isotopes,
Carbon 12 (12C), into their biology than heavier stable carbon isotopes, Carbon 13 (13C).
Measuring the ratio of 13C to 12C in inorganic carbon sinks as compared to the Standard
Mean Ocean Water (SMOW) ratio can provide a marker for biologic activity [Gunter,
1977]. If biologic activity was to drastically reduce, then less 12C would be sequestered
in organic sinks, resulting in inorganic sinks having a higher concentration of 12C. A
higher concentration of 12C would result in the decrease of the ratio of 13C to 12C as
compared to the SMOW ratio in inorganic sinks. Such a trend would be represented in
negative inorganic δ13C values in the carbonate rocks, which is consistent with the results
found in Namibia and other locations around the world.
Another piece of geologic evidence from this Era is the presence of banded iron
formations (BIFs) featuring dropstones. As discussed earlier, dropstones are typically
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found in marine sediments offshore from a continental glacier.

An image of such a

glacial deposit is presented in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Dropstones in a banded iron formation in modern-day Canada [Hoffman and
Schrag, 2002].
Banded iron formations could only form in an ocean with drastically different
chemistry than the present. The ocean would have to be anoxic and rich in dissolved
ferrous iron. Some have suggested that such ocean chemistry could be achieved if the
ocean were completely sealed by sea ice [Kirschivink, 1992]. As long as the oceans
stayed sealed from the surface, ferrous iron could remain dissolved in the water, but once
the ocean came in contact with free oxygen in the atmosphere, this iron would precipitate
out of solution and sink to the bottom of the ocean floor, which would form BIFs in the
geologic record.
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A variety of hypotheses have been presented to try to address some or all of the
geologic challenges from the latter part of the Neoproterozoic. To address the sea-level
glacial deposits with low paleolatitude signatures, some have suggested that the tilt of the
Earth could have been drastically different from the present [Williams, 1975]. Others
have speculated that the Earth was either completely or almost completely glaciated
[Kirschivink, 1992; Hoffman et al., 1998]. The first hypothesis, the Earth Obliquity
Hypothesis, is able to explain low-latitude glaciation. If the Earth’s obliquity (axial tilt)
was greater than 54 degrees, then the equator would receive less sunlight than the sunfacing pole. [Williams, 1975]. Such a change in the location of the Earth that receives the
most direct sunlight could force the equatorial and some mid-latitude regions into a
glaciated state, while the sun-facing polar region could remain non-glaciated. However,
little evidence suggests that the obliquity of the Earth has shifted as drastically as would
be required to glaciate the tropical and mid-latitude regions during the Neoproterozoic,
since the obliquity of the Earth is stabilized by the orbit of the moon [Laskar et al., 1993].
The Laskar et al. [1993] findings suggest that due to the torque exerted on the Earth by
the moon , the Earth’s obliquity variations are limited to only about +/- 1.3 degrees from
the mean value of 23.3 degrees. Based on these calculations, the Earth’s obliquity would
not have been able to exceed past 25 degrees, which is far less than the obliquity of 54
degrees required to cause low to mid latitude glaciation. Also, the Earth Obliquity
Hypothesis is less able to explain the geochemical anomalies, which include δ13C
anomalies and BIFs, since both are best explained by a totally glaciated ocean.
The hypothesis that the Earth was completely or almost completely glaciated is
supported by many of the observations in the geologic record. This hypothesis is able to
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describe the low-latitude, low-attitude glacial deposits found throughout the world. Also,
global-scale glaciations would drastically reduce the activity of photosynthetic life, since
ice-covered oceans would reduce the amount of solar energy that reached the subsurface,
cutting off much of the vital energy source for metabolism. This hypothesis seriously
captured the attention of the scientific community following the 1998 Hoffman et al.
publication, which presented a multipronged argument for two global-scale glaciation
episodes during the Neoproterozoic Era based on the geologic anomalies discussed
above. Hoffman et al. [1998] termed these global glaciations Snowball Earth episodes,
making reference to a 1992 publication by Joseph L. Kirschivink. Such hypothesized
Snowball Earth episodes would have required a drastic climate change far greater than
any of the present climate changes and perhaps the greatest climate change since the
Neoproterozoic Era. Much research has been conducted and is being conducted on many
aspects of the Snowball Earth Hypothesis, particularly identifying how such a drastic
climate change could have occurred. This research is providing a wealth of knowledge
regarding the Earth’s climate system, much of which is applicable in further scientific
research on contemporary climate change.
The Snowball Earth Hypothesis
The Earth’s climate is regulated by a variety of physical and chemical feedback
processes. An example of such a process is the feedback involving the Earth’s blackbody
emission. If the Earth’s temperature were to increase, then the amount of infrared (IR)
energy being emitted from the surface would increase, as described by the StefanBoltzmann Law. If the flow of IR energy out of the Earth were to increase, then the
overall energy of the Earth would decrease. A decrease in the overall energy of the Earth
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would result in a decrease in the temperature of the Earth. Such a feedback is called a
negative feedback process because the initial change to the climate system does not
reinforce itself. In the above example, the initial increase in the Earth’s temperature
results in the temperature decreasing back to the initial steady-state temperature. Of
course, this feedback process can run in the opposite direction and an initial decrease in
the Earth’s temperature would result in the Earth’s temperature increasing back to the
original steady-state value.
Negative feedback processes, such as the one described above, usually stabilize
the Earth’s climate, while other feedback processes, called positive feedbacks, reinforce
climate changes. Such feedbacks could drive the climate into an extreme state such as a
Snowball Earth. An example of a positive feedback is the ice-albedo feedback.

If the

Earth’s temperature were to decrease, then the amount of snow and ice on the Earth
would increase. This increase in snow and ice would result in the Earth becoming more
glaciated, often viewed as becoming ‘whiter’, which would increase the reflectivity of the
Earth (measured by the albedo). As the Earth becomes more reflective, less incoming
solar radiation would be absorbed by the Earth and result in the overall energy of the
Earth decreasing. A decrease in the overall energy of the Earth would result in the
temperature decreasing even further. This feedback process is referred to as a positive
feedback process since the initial change to the climate system (the Earth’s temperature
decreases) reinforces that change (the Earth’s temperature decreases even further). This
feedback could run in the opposite direction as well. An increase in the Earth’s
temperature could cause more snow and ice to melt, causing more incoming energy to be
absorbed, thus heating up the planet even further. With the current accelerated rate of
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glacial and sea-ice melt caused by increased mean surface temperatures, this feedback
process is becoming a major concern for contemporary global climate change.
At first glance, positive feedback processes, such as the ice-albedo feedback, are
troubling since they can force the Earth’s climate to runaway to climate extremes.
Fortunately for the Earth’s climate and biosphere, other processes and feedbacks are
simultaneously at work, such as the feedback involving the Earth’s blackbody emission,
meaning that the Earth’s climate usually remains relatively stable during subtle climate
changes. Looking at these two feedbacks in conjunction with the earlier example of the
Earth’s temperature decreasing would look something like the following:
If the Earth’s temperature decreases, then the amount of snow and ice increases,
which should result in the Earth becoming even colder because of the ice-albedo
feedback. However, because the Earth’s temperature has decreased, the Earth is
emitting less IR radiation. The decrease in the outflow of energy in the form of
IR radiation in many ways compensates for the decrease in the temperature.
Therefore, even though less incoming solar energy is absorbed as the planet
becomes whiter, the reduction in the IR radiation emitted compensates for the
reduction in the incoming solar absorbed, and the Earth’s temperature remains
relatively stable.
Usually the magnitude of the temperature changes that result from these positive and
negative feedbacks are very similar and the climate stays relatively the same. However,
under certain perturbations to the Earth’s climate it would be possible to greatly increase
the magnitude of a positive feedback without adjusting the magnitude of negative
feedback by a similar amount. Such a perturbation would cause a drastic climate change.
In 1969, Budyko and Sellars concurrently demonstrated that it would be possible
for the Earth’s climate to reach a point at which the ice-albedo feedback would be the
dominant feedback process. Once the ice-albedo feedback dominated, surface
temperatures would be able to drop to such extremes that glacial ice-lines would extend
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all the way to the equator, and the Earth would enter a state of complete glaciation
[Budyko, 1969 and Sellars, 1969]. At the time of publication, these results were viewed
as interesting theoretical musings but little geologic evidence had been found to suggest
that such an event had ever occurred. However, in 1992, Joseph Kirschivink argued that
some of the anomalous geologic evidence from the Neoproterozoic Era could be
explained if some sort of triggering mechanism had occurred to force the ice-albedo
feedback to dominate, thus sending the climate spiraling into a state of complete
glaciation. To quote the Kirschivink [1992] publication, ‘the Earth would resemble a
highly reflective ‘snowball.’”
The Cold-War publications by Budyko and Sellars provided the mathematical
framework for the possibility of a Snowball Earth event. Kirschivink [1992] expanded
upon this research by suggesting that such an event might have occurred in the
Neoproterozoic Era, and Hoffman et al. [1998] provided a multi-layered geological and
geochemical argument for two mass glaciation episodes occurring during this period,
both of which would be best explained by Snowball Earth events. The contemporary
understanding of the cause of a Snowball Earth episode is the runaway ice-albedo
feedback, but there is still much debate on what sort of drastic climate perturbation was
the triggering mechanism for the Neoproterozoic Snowball episodes.
A triggering mechanism for a Snowball Earth episode must meet at least three
basic criteria. First, it must have been a drastic event or the climate state must have
already been close to being unstable before such a triggering event occurred. Even the
most severe glaciation episodes since the Neoproterozoic Era have not appeared to
capture the magnitude of the Sturtian and Marinoan Glaciations. Thus, normal
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explanations for glacial episodes, such as changes in the Earth’s orbit (Milankovitch
cycles), are likely insufficient to explain a Snowball Earth episode. Second, such a
triggering mechanism must have persisted for a significant duration of time. This
duration of time would likely be on the order of hundreds to thousands of years.
However, there is some degree of tradeoff between the intensity of the perturbation and
the duration of time. For example, a massively intense triggering mechanism would
require a lesser time duration than a less intense triggering mechanism in terms of
extending the ice-lines past the critical latitude at which the ice-albedo feedback would
force the Earth’s climate to runaway to a snowball state. However, a third criterion is
that such a triggering mechanism could not require too extensive of a time duration, since
on the time-scale of hundreds of thousands to millions of years, the negative feedback
process of the carbon weathering would likely be able to adjust the greenhouse gas
concentration in a way to offset the intensity of the cooling.
A final caveat is that the two potentially snowball glaciation episodes occurred
roughly 100 million years apart and were proceeded by a roughly 1.5 billion year
glaciation-free period [Tajika, 2004]. Also, all succeeding glaciation episodes appear to
be lesser in magnitude than these two glaciation episodes. Thus, one of the following is
needed: 1) one triggering mechanism that could occur twice in such a close time period
or 2) two different triggering mechanisms that each occurred in close temporal proximity.
The Interstellar Dust Hypothesis
The Interstellar Dust Hypothesis is one possible triggering mechanism for a
Snowball Earth glaciation event. Posited in 2005 by Pavlov et al., it argues that an
encounter of the Earth with a dense interstellar dust cloud would extinguish enough
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incoming solar radiation in the upper atmosphere to trigger a runaway ice-albedo
feedback, sending the Earth’s climate spiraling into a snowball state. This proposed
triggering mechanism would likely meet the three basic criteria for a Snowball Earth
triggering mechanism outlined in the previous subsection.
Passing through a dense interstellar dust cloud would be a drastic event and one
that would not normally occur. Its uniqueness makes an attractive explanation for a
triggering mechanism for such an extreme climate change event as a Snowball Earth
episode. Also, it would take a prolonged amount of time for the Earth to pass through an
interstellar dust cloud. Given the current velocity of the solar system relative to the
galaxy, Pavlov et al. [2005] estimated that it would take roughly 200,000 years for the
solar system to pass completely through a dense interstellar dust cloud.

This time

duration is sufficient to reduce incoming solar radiation to cause surface temperatures to
decrease enough to extend the ice-line past the critical latitude. Though this duration is a
little longer than the time range discussed in the previous subsection, it is conceivable
that the Earth could have entered a Snowball state in the beginning part of the solar
system’s encounter with that cloud. Then, as the Earth continued to pass through the
interstellar dust cloud, the additional dust flux would accumulate on the surface and assist
in lowering the albedo, facilitating one of the proposed deglaciation mechanisms [Abbot
and Pierrehumbert, 2010]. If the Earth were to snowball glaciate in less time than the
full estimated 200,000 years or the magnitude of solar radiation extinction was so great,
then the long-term negative feedback process that affects carbon weathering would not be
of concern.
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However, this hypothesis might not be the best at explaining the close temporal
proximity of the Sturtian and Marinoan Glaciations. It seems quite improbable that the
Earth would encounter two different dense interstellar dust clouds that could trigger
Snowball Earth episodes within 100 million years of each other. However, given the
uncertainty about interstellar dust clouds and their movement in the galaxy relative to the
solar system, it is conceivable that the Earth could have passed through the same
interstellar dust cloud, doing so roughly 100 million years apart. Also, even if both
glaciation episodes were not triggered by encounters with an interstellar dust cloud, it is
conceivable that the first snowball glaciated state increased the ease at which the second
episode could occur. Perhaps two separate triggering mechanisms occurred, but passing
through a dense interstellar dust cloud so perturbed the climate system that even after the
Earth deglaciated from the Sturtian Glaciation the climate state was still unstable,
increasing the ease at which the Marinoan Glaciation would occur.
Interstellar Dust Clouds
Interstellar dust clouds are comprised of mainly hydrogen and helium gas. The
hydrogen gas is comprised of species of diatomic hydrogen molecules, H2, and single
hydrogen atoms, H [Black and Dalgarno, 1977]. Given the amount of short wavelength
radiation in the galaxy, many of these species would be ionized, likely producing an
overall net charge of interstellar dust clouds. In addition to gasses, about 1% of the total
cloud’s mass consists of dust particles, which are mostly silicate and carbonaceous
particles [Pavlov et al., 2005]. Also, interstellar dust clouds are thought to have icy
particles as constituents, but once these particles would encounter the Earth’s
atmosphere, they would likely ablate [Pavlov et al., 2005].
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Typically, the Earth is protected from interstellar dust clouds by the magnetic
field of the Sun [Pavlov et al., 2005]. This protection in the form of the heliosphere
currently extends well past the Earth. Charged particles that come in contact with the
heliosphere will be bent away by the Lorentz force [Gustafson, 1994]. As the solar
system passes through the average interstellar dust cloud, the dust cloud would part along
the front of the solar system, much like water parts along the bow of a boat. However, at
a certain cloud density, the presence of the dust cloud would greatly reduce or even shut
off the heliosphere [Talbot and Newman, 1977]. If this were to occur, the protection that
the Earth receives from interstellar dust clouds would be removed, and the Earth would
be bathed in the interstellar material. Talbot and Newman [1977] calculate that an
encounter with even a moderate density dust cloud (230-700 H atoms/cm3) would cause a
sufficient enough reduction in the Heliosphere that the Earth could encounter an
interstellar dust cloud.
Fortunately, encounters between the solar system and moderate to dense
interstellar dust clouds are not that common. Talbot and Newman [1977] calculated that
the solar system would likely encounter a moderate density interstellar dust cloud (at
least 320 H atoms/cm3) about every 108 (hundred million) years and a dense interstellar
dust cloud (at least 2,000 H atoms/cm3) every 109 (billion) years. Given these times for
an encounter and the age of the Earth (about 4.5 billion years), it is statistically probable
that the Earth has encountered several moderate density dust clouds and at least one
dense dust cloud during its history. Given the likelihood that such encounters have
occurred, understanding the climate impact associated with such encounters is essential.
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Once a dust cloud enters the solar system, dust particles would experience
frictional drag with interstellar and intersolar gasses [Pavlov et al., 2005]. This frictional
drag would cause the dust particles to become gravitationally bound, sending them
spiraling towards the sun, at which time they would pass through the Earth’s orbit
[Pavlov et al., 2005]. These dust particles have an initial diameter of about 0.01 µm,
resulting in their surface area to volume ratio being such that that once they enter the
Earth’s atmosphere, they would be able to dissipate frictional heat before burning up,
thus allowing for them to settle in the Earth’s atmosphere. Once in the atmosphere, these
dust particles would collide forming aerosol particles of a diameter in the range of 0.09
µm to 0.20µm. Pavlov et al. [2005] calculate it would take roughly 10-15 years for a
steady-state dust flux to be achieved in the stratosphere. Once the steady-state was
achieved, the dust layer would filter out a portion of incoming solar radiation, as
described by the optical depth (τ) of the dust layer. The cumulative optical properties of
such a dust layer would be that it would be three times as reflective as absorptive [Pavlov
et al., 2005]. The total optical depth (τ) of the dust layer would be the sum of the
reflective optical depth (τref) and the absorptive optical depth (τabs).
Pavlov et al. [2005] Methodology and Results
Pavlov et al. [2005] explored the climate impacts of an encounter with an
interstellar dust cloud through the use of the GENESIS version 2, 3-D atmospheric
circulation model. They represented different optical thicknesses of the dust layer by
reducing the magnitude of the incoming solar radiation. From the results from their
model they determined the optical depth at which the climate would reach a snowball
state. They used two sets of initial conditions to represent two different climate states.
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The first climate state set the value of solar luminosity constant to the current value and
set the CO2 concentration level to 420 parts per million (ppm). For the reader’s general
knowledge, the current CO2 concentration is approaching 380 ppm [Archer, 2008]. The
second climate state set the value of solar luminosity constant to 98% the current value
and the CO2 concentration to the same value as the first climate state.
In the analysis of their model results, Pavlov et al. [2005] calculated the radiative
forcing caused by the dust layer. The radiative forcing is the energy difference between
the flows into the Earth and the flows out of the Earth when the temperature of the Earth
is held constant. Depending on the initial conditions for the climate model, Pavlov et al.
[2005] determined that the Earth would enter a snowball state at a radiative forcing value
of between -9.3 W/m2 and -14 W/m2, depending on the initial conditions. The results are
negative because the addition of an interstellar dust layer reduces the radiation coming
into the Earth, while the radiation leaving the Earth stays the same, resulting in the dust
layer causing a cooling trend. The results from their model runs are presented in Figure
1.5.
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Figure 1.5: Pavlov et al. [2005] results of the radiative forcing value necessary to trigger
a snowball event as compared with other aerosol-related radiative forcing values.
The lesser radiative forcing (-9.3 W/m2) was the forcing needed to trigger a
snowball state for the climate model with the initial conditions for the climate state with
98% of the current solar luminosity. The larger radiative forcing (-14 W/m2) was the
forcing needed to trigger a snowball state for the climate model with initial conditions for
the climate state with current solar luminosity. The initial conditions with 98% current
solar luminosity resulted in a colder steady-state temperature before the dust layer was
added than the initial conditions with the current solar luminosity [Pavlov et al., 2005]. If
the initial temperature was colder, then it would take less of a reduction in the incoming
solar radiation to force the climate into a snowball state, which partially accounts for the
difference in the radiative forcing between the two models. The radiative forcing
required to trigger a Snowball Earth event occurs at a dust flux between 50 and 90 times
the present dust flux, depending on the set of initial conditions. The corresponding dust
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cloud densities for these dust fluxes are 2,000 and 5,000 H atoms/cm3, respectively
[Pavlov et al., 2005].
The Pavlov et al. [2005] methodology may be problematic to accurately model
the climate impacts of passing through an interstellar dust cloud. Interstellar dust
particles suspended in the atmosphere do not just reflect away all of the incoming solar
radiation that they filter out, but they also absorb some of that energy. If the dust layer
were purely reflective, then simulating the presence of an interstellar dust layer by
damping down the incoming solar radiation would be an appropriate method. However,
since some of the energy is absorbed, a portion of that energy will be reradiated towards
the surface in the form of IR radiation, providing an additional flow of energy into the
Earth. Many highly reflective surfaces in the visible spectrum, such as snow and ice, are
able to absorb IR radiation. It is possible that this additional flow of IR energy could play
a significant role in the Earth’s ability to enter into a snowball state.
I hypothesize that the addition of the absorptive optical properties of the dust
layer will reduce the magnitude of the radiative forcing from the dust layer, thus
requiring an even denser dust cloud to trigger a Snowball Earth event than the results
found by Pavlov et al. [2005]. If my hypothesis is supported, then the cloud densities
required to trigger a Snowball Earth event, as found by Pavlov et al. [2005], will be
underestimates. If the density of a dust cloud required to trigger a Snowball Earth event
is substantially increased, then the strength of the Interstellar Dust Hypothesis to explain
the Neoproterozoic Snowball Earth glaciations is weakened.
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Section 3: Methodology

I constructed two computer energy balance models in Stella 9.0.2 to determine
whether or not the optical assumptions that Pavlov et al. [2005] made were significant. I
added a high altitude dust layer to each model, where the first model represented the dust
layer through the addition of a purely reflective layer and the second model represented
the dust layer through the addition of an absorptive and reflective layer. To determine the
impacts of an encounter with an interstellar dust cloud, Pavlov et al. [2005] used an
atmospheric general circulation model. The presence of the interstellar dust cloud was
represented by damping down the amount of incoming solar radiation allowed to reach
the surface. I have argued that this methodology is roughly equivalent to representing the
dust layer as a purely reflective layer. Thus, my first model has the same optical
assumptions that Pavlov et al. [2005] used in their methodology, while my second model
uses optical properties for the dust layer that are more consistent with the actual optical
properties of interstellar dust. A comparison of the radiative forcing due to the dust layer
for each model provides a quantitative means in which to investigate these assumptions.
Zero-dimensional Energy Balance Models: Earth’s Current Climate
Zero-dimensional energy balance models determine the climate of the Earth by
simulating the energy flows into and out of a planet. There are two primary flows of
energy into the Earth: 1) incoming solar radiation and 2) infrared (IR) radiation from the
atmosphere. There are also two major energy flows out of the Earth: 1) reflected
incoming solar radiation and 2) blackbody IR radiation. An energy balance diagram for
the energy flows into and out of the Earth is presented in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1.: Energy balance diagram for the Earth.
For the Earth to be at a steady-state temperature, the flows into the planet must
equal the flows out of the planet. If there is an imbalance in the flows, the temperature of
the Earth will either increase or decrease. If the flows into the planet exceed the flows
out of the planet, then the planet will gain energy and the temperature will increase until a
new steady-state temperature is achieved. Determinations of the energy flows into and
out of the Earth are made by solving a series of differential equations. These solutions
can be determined through extensive paper and pencil calculations, but computer energy
balance models provide a quick and easy method to calculate the necessary solutions.
With these solutions, the steady state temperature of the Earth can be determined, as well
as a variety of other properties about the climate of the Earth.
The flow of energy into the Earth from the sun is dependent on the solar
luminosity constant and the geometry of the Earth. The solar luminosity constant, S0, is
the measure of the magnitude of light energy at the Earth’s location in the solar system,
in units of Watts per square meter (W/m2). It is dependent on both the distance between
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the Earth and the Sun, according to the Inverse Square Law, and the overall energy
output of the Sun. The present value of S0 is1366 W/m2, though during the
Neoproterozoic Era the value may have been 97-98% of its current value, because as
main sequence stars, such as the sun, evolve they emit more energy. The geometry of the
Earth also plays a significant role in formulating an equation for the amount of solar
energy absorbed by the Earth’s surface. I assumed the geometry of the Earth to be that of
a sphere, allowing for the area of the Earth’s surface that directly absorbs incoming solar
energy to be a circle having the Earth’s radius. Even though only a part of the Earth
directly absorbs solar energy, the entire Earth experiences the warming effect, which is
made possible through a serious of heat transport mechanisms. To account for this global
heat transport, the area that directly absorbs incoming solar radiation is divided by the
total surface area of a sphere having the Earth’s radius. When addressing climate issues,
a time-scale of years is more appropriate, so the equation for the incoming solar radiation
is multiplied by the number of seconds in a year, to provide units of flow in Watts per
square meter per year. My equation for the incoming solar radiation is presented in
Equation 2.1.
Solar Energy In = S0/4 * Sec per Year

(2.1)

The flow of IR energy from the atmosphere into Earth represents the flow of
energy from the greenhouse gas effect (GHG effect), which is dependent on the amount
of IR energy being emitted from the surface of the Earth, the emissivity of the greenhouse
gas layer, and the climate sensitivity of the model. The outflow of IR energy from the
surface of the Earth is dependent on the temperature of the Earth, as described by the
Stefan-Boltzmann Law. The emissivity of the greenhouse gas layer provides a
mathematical description of the opaqueness of this layer to IR light. The emissivity is
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dependent on the concentration of greenhouse house gasses in the atmosphere. As these
concentrations vary, so does the value of the emissivity. The starting emissivity value for
the model was 0.77, meaning that about 77% of the IR energy emitted from the Earth’s
surface is absorbed by the greenhouse gas layer. This value is chosen because it provides
the correct steady state temperature for the modern climate model before the dust layer is
added. Of the total amount of energy absorbed by this layer, about half the energy is
reradiated out into space while the other half of this energy is reradiated back towards the
Earth. In addition, the equation for the inflow of IR radiation must capture the climate
sensitivity, which describes the increase in the amount of energy that would be absorbed
by the greenhouse gas layer if the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere were to double.
There is much debate on what the actual increase would be if the CO2 concentration were
to double, but for this model I chose 3.17 W/m2 to be that value [Solomon et al., 2007].
The term that represents the energy increase associated with doubling the CO2
concentration must model the logarithmic nature of the greenhouse gas effect. Thus, the
modern CO2 concentration is set at a value of 1 and doubling the CO2 concentration has
the value of 2. The logarithmic expression log2(CO2 concentration) accurately describes
the logarithmic nature of the greenhouse gas effect, since if the CO2 concentration
doubles, then the CO2 concentration=2 and log2(2)=1. Once again, this term must be
adjusted to time-units of years. My equation for the flow of IR energy into the Earth is
presented in equation 2.2.
IR In= Blackbody IR*emissivity/2 + 3.17* log2(CO2 concentration)*Sec per Year

(2.2)

The flow of energy out of the Earth from solar energy reflected away from the
Earth is dependent on the amount of incoming solar energy and the albedo of the planet.
The albedo of the planet describes the percentage of incoming solar energy reflected
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away before it can be absorbed. At the present, the albedo of the Earth is roughly 0.30,
meaning that about 30% of incoming solar energy is reflected back into space. The
albedo is dependent on the overall reflectivity of the planet, and if the Earth is more
reflective, then the albedo tends towards one. The albedo can increase due to an increase
in snow/ice cover and/or an increase in cloud cover. Conversely, if the Earth is less
reflective, which is somewhat synonymous with the Earth being darker, then the albedo
tends towards zero. My equation for the energy flow out of the Earth from the solar
energy reflected is presented in equation 2.3.
Solar Energy Reflected = Solar Energy In * Albedo

(2.3)

The energy flow out of the Earth from blackbody IR emission is dependent on the
temperature of the Earth, as described by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law. The StefanBoltzmann Law states that the energy flow out of a blackbody is dependent on the Stefan
constant, σ = 5.67*10-8 W m-2 K-4, and the temperature of that blackbody raised to the
fourth power. To determine the temperature of the Earth the amount of energy stored in
the Earth is divided by the average heat capacity of the Earth. Once again, this energy
flow must be converted to the correct time units of year by multiplying the flow by the
number of seconds in a year. My equation for the energy flow out of the Earth from the
blackbody IR emission is presented in equation 2.4.
Blackbody IR = σ*T4*Sec per Year

(2.4)

Zero-dimensional Energy Balance Models: Purely Reflective Dust Layer
In my first model, I represented the presence of interstellar dust suspended in the
upper atmosphere through the addition of a high altitude purely reflective dust layer.
This model represents the Pavlov et al. [2005] methodology. This model contains the
same two flows into the Earth and the same two flows out of the Earth as the model for
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the current climate system. The only necessary variation to the energy balance model is
the addition of a sub-flow representing the incoming sunlight reflected away from the
Earth due to the dust layer. The energy balance diagram for this system is presented is
Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Energy balance diagram for the Earth with a purely reflective dust layer.
In Figure 2.2, the portion of the incoming sunlight that is reflected away from the
Earth in the upper parts of the atmosphere is represented by the arrow stemming from the
dust layer pointing away from the Earth’s surface. One can conceptualize the addition of
the dust layer as either a decrease in the magnitude of the incoming solar radiation flow,
resulting in a reduction of energy flux into the planet, or as an increase in the magnitude
of the flow of outgoing solar energy reflected away from the Earth, resulting in an
increase of energy flux out of the planet. Regardless of the conceptualization scheme, the
result will be that the magnitude of the energy flow out of the Earth will be greater than
the magnitude of the energy flow into the Earth as compared to the current climate
model. This imbalance in the flows will result in an overall decrease in the Earth’s
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temperature, as compared to a dust-free model, which continues until a new and colder
steady state temperature is reached.
For modeling purposes, I conceptualized the addition of a purely reflective dust
layer as a reduction in the incoming solar radiation flow. To represent this dust layer, I
revised the equation for the incoming solar radiation to incorporate the optical depth of
the dust layer, which describes the amount of light that is filtered out by the dust layer.
As sunlight passes through the dust layer, an optical depth, τ, of the light is filtered out of
the flow and a magnitude of (1-τ) of the original flow is transmitted through the layer.
Once the flow passes through the dust layer, some of the incoming light reflects off the
surface of the planet, as defined by the albedo of the Earth, and is reflected back towards
the dust layer. A portion of that light is then reflected off the dust layer back towards the
planet. This trend continues until the magnitude of the light becomes negligible. The
overall magnitude of the incoming solar energy is represented by the series S0/4 * (1 – τ)
* [1 + 0.75*α*τ + 0.752*α2*τ2 + 0.753*α3*τ3 + ...]. Taylor Polynomial compression of
this series can be expressed as S0/4 * (1 – τ) * (1/ (1 – 0.75*α*τ). The original equation
for the flow of incoming solar radiation, as presented in Equation 2.1, was revised to
represent the processes described above, and this revision is presented in equation 2.5.
Solar Energy In = S0/4 * (1 - τ) * (1 / (1 – 0.75*α*τ)) * Sec per Year

(2.5)

I used the same equations for the IR radiation from the atmosphere, reflected
incoming solar radiation, and blackbody IR radiation that were used in the current climate
model, which are equations 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, respectively.
Zero-dimensional Energy Balance Model: Reflective and Absorptive Dust Layer
My second model represented the presence of interstellar dust suspended in the
upper atmosphere through the addition of a reflective and absorptive dust layer. I have
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argued that representing the dust layer in this way more accurately simulates the optical
properties of interstellar dust as described in the Pavlov et al. [2005] publication. The
energy balance model for this system has very similar energy flows into and out of the
Earth as the purely reflective dust model, but this model has an additional sub-flow of
energy representing the IR radiation flux towards Earth from the dust layer. The energy
balance diagram for this system is presented in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Energy Balance Diagram for the Earth with a Reflective and Absorptive Dust
Layer.
In Figure 2.3, not only does the dust layer reduce the incoming solar radiation
flow, but it also produces a new flux of IR radiation from the atmosphere towards the
Earth’s surface and into space. Since the dust layer has an optical depth that is three
times as reflective as absorptive [Pavlov, 2005], the reduction in the incoming solar
radiation flux will be much greater than the increase in the IR radiation from the
atmosphere. This reduction in the incoming energy flux will result in a cooling trend as
compared to the dust-free model, but it will not be as significant a cooling trend as it
would be in the purely reflective dust model.
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To represent a reflective and absorptive dust layer, both the incoming solar
radiation flow and the incoming IR radiation flow were adjusted. Equation 2.5 describes
the incoming solar radiation for the purely reflective dust layer and is appropriate for
describing the incoming solar radiation for the reflective and absorptive dust layer. The
incoming IR radiation flux from the atmosphere was adjusted to describe the IR radiation
flow from the GHG Effect, described by equation 2.2, as well as the IR radiation flow
from the dust layer. The amount of energy absorbed in the dust layer is equal to one
fourth of the incoming solar radiation that is filtered out by the dust layer plus one fourth
of the reflected solar radiation that is filtered out by the dust layer. The amount of energy
absorbed in the dust cloud in terms of units in years is presented in equation 2.6.
Energy Absorbed In Cloud = S0/4 * Sec per Year * 1/4 * τ + Solar Energy Reflected * 1/4 * τ

(2.6)

One half of the energy absorbed in the dust cloud is reemitted towards the Earth’s
surface, while the other half is reemitted into space. Of the half that is reemitted towards
the Earth’s surface, a portion of that energy is absorbed by the greenhouse gas layer. (1 –
e/2) of the total downward IR radiation from the dust cloud is transmitted through the
greenhouse gas layer, where e is the emissivity of the greenhouse gas layer. The total IR
radiation from the dust cloud that transmits all the way to the surface is described by
equation 2.7.
IR In From Cloud = 1/2 * Energy Absorbed in Cloud * (1 – e/2)

(2.7)

The total IR energy flux from the Earth’s atmosphere is the sum of equation 2.2 and
equation 2.7 and is presented in equation 2.8.
IR In= Blackbody IR*emissivity/2 + 3.17* log2(CO2 concentration)*Sec per Year + IR In from Cloud

(2.8)
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I still continue to use the same equations for the reflected incoming solar radiation
and blackbody IR radiation that were used in the previous models, which are equations
2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
Two Climate States
To investigate the climate impacts of the presence of a high altitude interstellar
dust cloud, I ran each model with two sets of initial conditions. The first set of initial
conditions represented a modern climate state. For this state, the solar luminosity
constant was set to S0=1366 W/m2 and the CO2 concentration was set to a value of one,
which represents the modern CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. The steady-state
temperature for the modern-day climate state with an active water-vapor feedback
process and ice-albedo feedback process was 288 K. I simulated the water-vapor
feedback, by making the emissivity of the greenhouse gas layer dependent on the
humidity, which is dependent on the temperature of the Earth. If the temperature of the
Earth were to increase, then it would become more humid. A more humid Earth would
have a higher emissivity, and a higher emissivity would increase the greenhouse gas
effect, which would warm the planet even further. I simulated the ice albedo feedback by
making the albedo of the Earth dependent on the temperature. As previously discussed, if
the temperature of the Earth increases, then the albedo value decreases, which causes the
Earth to absorb more incoming solar energy, which causes the planet to heat up further.
The second set of initial conditions represented a proposed Neoproterozoic
climate state, in which the solar luminosity constant was set to S0=1338 W/m2 and the
CO2 concentration was set to a value of 1.5. The steady-state temperature of this climate
state was 285 K. For the Neoproterozoic climate state, the solar luminosity constant was
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reduced to 98% its present value, in order to represent the decrease in solar energy output
during this Era. In order both to stabilize the climate state due to the decrease in the solar
luminosity and to represent supposed elevated greenhouse gas levels during the
Neoproterozoic Era, the CO2 concentration was increased to one and a half times its
present level. Even with the increase in CO2 concentration, the steady state temperature
was roughly 3 K colder for the Neoproterozoic climate state than for the modern climate
state, which is an observation that must be taken into account when analyzing the results.
Radiative Forcing Measurements
To compare the two models in regard to the climate impacts associated with the
addition of a dust layer, I measured the radiative forcing for both models at each optical
depth. To measure the radiative forcing in my climate models, the outward flow of
energy from blackbody radiation is held constant, by setting the temperature for this flow
to the steady-state temperature of the system before the addition of a dust layer. When
this flow is set to a fixed value, there will always be an imbalance between the flows into
the planet and the flows out of the planet once dust is added to the atmosphere. Since
adding dust to the atmosphere decreases the primary incoming flow (solar radiation)
while the primary outgoing flow (blackbody IR emission) is held constant, the incoming
flows will have a lesser magnitude than the outgoing flows. This difference in
magnitudes will mean that the radiative forcing measurement will be negative, suggesting
that adding interstellar dust will cause an overall decrease in the Earth’s temperature,
which is consistent with the energy balance diagrams presented in an earlier subsection.
To measure the value of the radiative forcing, I fixed the outward energy flow
from blackbody radiation (as described by equation 2.4), set the optical depth of the dust
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layer to the appropriate value, and iterated the model one time-step. After the model ran
for one time-step, I measured the magnitude of each flow into and out of the Earth and
calculated the difference between the flows. I repeated this process for optical depths
ranging from τ=0.00 (which represents no interstellar dust) to τ=0.10 in increments of
τ=0.0. This process was done for both the purely reflective dust model and the reflective
and absorptive dust model for both sets of initial conditions.
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Section 4: Results

The results for the climate state similar to the modern climate suggest that
including both the absorptive and reflective optical properties to the dust layer instead of
just the reflective optical properties reduces the magnitude of the radiative forcing
produced by the interstellar dust layer by about 18%. The results of the magnitude of the
radiative forcing vs. optical depth (τ) for both climate models for the set of initial
conditions that represents the current climate system are presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the magnitude of the radiative forcing between the model with
the reflective and absorptive dust layer and the model with the purely reflective dust layer
for the current climate.
In figure 3.1, the value of the radiative forcing is reflected across the x-axis, by
plotting the magnitude of the radiative forcing rather than the exact value of the radiative
forcing. This reflection of the values is done to facilitate the analysis. The linear trend
between the magnitude of the radiative forcing and optical depth for each model is well
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demonstrated. The results of the magnitude of the radiative forcing vs. optical depth (τ)
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from Pavlov et al. [2005] are presented in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Pavlov et al. [2005] radiative forcing vs. optical depth (τ). This figure was
constructed by combining Figure 2 and Figure 3 in the Pavlov et al. [2005] publication.
Figure 3.2 clearly shows a linear relationship between the magnitude of the radiative
forcing and the optical depth (τ). The linear nature of the Pavlov et al. [2005] data
corresponds to the linear nature of my data, which provides confidence in the models that
I constructed.
The results from the two climate models run with the initial conditions set to those
that represent a Neoproterozoic climate state are very similar to the results from the
model run with the current climate state initial conditions. Once again, the addition of
the absorptive properties to the dust layer reduces the magnitude of the radiative forcing.
Also, the relationship between the magnitude of radiative forcing and optical depth is
linear. For these data, the percent reduction in the radiative forcing between the model
with the reflective and absorptive dust layer and the purely reflective dust layer is about
19%. These results are presented in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the magnitude of the radiative forcing between model with the
reflective and absorptive dust layer and the model with the purely reflective dust layer for
the Neoproterozoic climate system.
In addition, the optical depth at which the climate state entered a snowball state
was determined for both climate models and both sets of initial conditions. However, it
is important to note that these results are from a zero-dimensional energy balance model,
whereas Pavlov et al. [2005] used a 3-D atmospheric circulation model. Zerodimensional energy balance models are unable to capture the nuances of heat flow, such
as dynamic heat transport mechanisms on the Earth. Also, zero-dimensional models
require the constructor to make many assumptions regarding climate processes and
feedbacks, such as assuming that the albedo is solely temperature dependent. In contrast,
3-D atmospheric circulation models are able to capture many more of the fundamental
processes that affect the Earth’s climate, and if used correctly, rely more heavily on first
principles. With this caveat in mind, the optical depths required to trigger a snowball
glaciation event should not be analyzed by their specific numeric values but should rather
be analyzed by the trends that are conveyed. These results are presented in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: The necessary optical depth required to trigger a Snowball Earth event vs.
climate state and model type.
For both sets of initial conditions, the model with the purely reflective dust layer
entered a snowball state at a lower optical depth than the model with the reflective and
absorptive dust layer. These results in Figure 3.4 are consistent with the results presented
in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3. Both Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3 illustrate how the addition
of the absorptive optical properties reduces the radiative forcing caused by the dust layer.
Thus, for the model with the reflective and absorptive dust layer it took a greater optical
depth to produce the same magnitude of the radiative forcing than the purely reflective
model. It is also important to note that the necessary optical depth to trigger a snowball
event is lesser for both Neoproterozoic climate state models than both modern climate
state models. These results suggest that it would take a less dense interstellar dust cloud
to trigger a snowball event in a Neoproterozoic climate state than in the modern climate
state, regardless of whether or not the dust layer was models as a reflective and
absorptive dust layer or a purely reflective dust layer. An additional series of model runs
were conducted to determine whether the difference in the required optical depth is likely
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the result of the differences in steady-state temperature of the Neoproterozoic climate
state and the modern climate state before the dust layer was added. An additional initial
climate state was made, which had a solar luminosity of 98% and 2.9 times the current
value CO2 concentration. Such a set of initial conditions resulted in the same steady state
temperature as the modern climate state before the dust layer was added, despite the
decrease in the solar luminosity constant. The results are presented in Table 3.1 and
Table 3.2.
Modern Climate State

Solar Luminosity
CO2 Concentration

1366 W/m2
Current concentration

Steady-State
Temperature
Optical Depth to
Trigger Snowball

Neoproterozoic Climate
State

Climate State with 98%
Current Solar Luminosity
and 2.9 times CO2
Concentration

288 K

1338 W/m2
1.5 times current
concentration
285 K

1338 W/m2
2.9 times current
concentration
288 K

τ = 0.052

τ = 0.033

τ = 0.051

Table 3.1: Initial steady state temperature and minimum optical depth necessary to trigger
a Snowball Earth type event for three different climate states for the reflective and
absorptive model.
Modern Climate State

Solar Luminosity
CO2 Concentration

1366 W/m2
Current concentration

Steady-State
Temperature
Optical Depth to
Trigger Snowball

Neoproterozoic Climate
State

Climate State with 98%
Current Solar Luminosity
and 2.9 times CO2
Concentration

288 K

1338 W/m2
1.5 times current
concentration
285 K

1338 W/m2
2.9 times current
concentration
288 K

τ = 0.042

τ = 0.026

τ = 0.043

Table 3.2: Initial steady-state temperature and minimum optical depth necessary to
trigger a Snowball Earth type event for three different climate states for the purely
reflective model.
The optical depth required to trigger a snowball event for both the modern climate
state and the climate state with 98% the current solar luminosity and 2.9 times the CO2
concentration are for the most part the same. Both of these climate states had the same
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initial steady state temperature before the addition of the dust. These results indicate that
the initial climate state of the model plays a significant role in the necessary optical depth
to trigger a snowball state.
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Section 5: Discussion

Quantitative comparison between my results and the Pavlov et al. [2005] results
cannot be made. As discussed in the previous section, a zero-dimensional energy balance
model is unable to simulate the dynamic energy flow that can be simulated by a 3-D
atmospheric circulation model. Also, zero-dimensional models require the constructor of
the model to make a series of assumptions about a variety of physical processes and
feedbacks, whereas a 3-D atmospheric circulation model relies more heavily on first
principles. For these reasons, trying to compare my results with those published in
Pavlov et al. [2005] would be like comparing apples to oranges. However, comparing the
results between different runs of the zero-dimensional model allows for an analysis of
how the model results change as different parameters are changed. These analyses can
provide insights into how the climate system might change as dust levels increase and
how these changes might vary based on the optical assumptions made in the models.
From these comparisons between model runs, inferences can be made between my data
and the Pavlov et al. [2005] data.
The most important trend in the data for my hypothesis is that the addition of the
absorptive properties to the dust layer reduced the magnitude of the radiative forcing
caused by the dust layer as compared to the purely reflective dust layer. There is a mean
percent reduction of about 18% in the radiative forcing between the reflective and
absorptive dust layer and the purely reflective dust layer for the current climate model.
There is a mean percent reduction of about 19% for the Neoproterozoic climate state.
This reduction in the radiative forcing between the reflective and absorptive model and
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purely reflective dust model roughly equates to about a one-fifth reduction in the overall
cooling trend caused by the interstellar dust. Pavlov et al. [2005] determined that a
radiative forcing of about -9.4 W/m2 was necessary for the Earth to enter a snowball state
for the set of initial conditions where the incoming solar luminosity was initially set to
98% of its present value. For my results, the optical depth at which such a radiative
forcing is achieved increases when the absorptive properties are added to the dust layer.
For the modern climate state this is achieved at an optical depth of τ=0.042 for the purely
reflective dust layer and τ=0.052 for the reflective and absorptive dust layer. For the
Neoproterozoic climate state, this radiative forcing value is achieved at optical depths
τ=0.026 for the purely reflective dust layer model and τ=0.033 for the reflective and
absorptive dust layer model. The optical depth of the dust layer is dependent on the
density of the dust cloud. Thus, as the required optical depth to trigger a Snowball Earth
increases so does the density of the dust cloud.
Pavlov et al. [2005] determined that a dust cloud of a density between about 2,000
H atoms/cm3 and 5,000 H atoms/cm3 would trigger a Snowball Earth episode. In light of
the findings discussed above, these densities might be underestimates of the interstellar
dust cloud densities required to trigger a Snowball Earth glaciation event. Since the
statistical likelihood of an encounter with an interstellar dust cloud is correlated to the
density of the cloud, the increases in the cloud densities required to trigger a Snowball
Earth is important for testing the proposed hypothesis. The literature suggests that an
increase in the required densities results in a decrease in the likelihood of such an
encounter, which weakens the strength of the Interstellar Dust Hypothesis [Talbot and
Newman, 1977].
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If the increase of the density is significant, then the strength of the Interstellar
Dust Hypothesis in explaining the Neoproterozoic snowball glaciation events would be
significantly reduced. For the modern climate system, the addition of the absorptive
optical properties to the dust layer increases the optical depth required to achieve the
discussed radiative forcing value by about τ=0.01. For the Neoproterozoic climate
system, the increase in the optical depth is about τ=0.065. Using the graphs in Pavlov et
al. [2005], an increase in the optical depth in the range of τ=0.065 to τ=0.01, would result
in an increase in cloud density in the range of 500 H atoms/cm3 to 1,000 H atoms/cm3.
An encounter with a dust cloud of a density of about 2,500 H atoms/cm3 would occur
about once every 3 to 3.5 billion years [Talbot and Newman, 1977]. Given the age of the
Earth, it is likely that such an encounter has only happened at most once in the Earth’s
history. A graph of cloud encounter frequency vs. cloud density is presented in Figure
4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Cloud encounter frequency vs. cloud density. Data from [Talbot and
Newman, 1977]
In figure 4.2, the blue line represents the approximate age of the Earth. The
bluish box represents the density range for a snowball-triggering interstellar dust cloud as
found by Pavlov et al. [2005]. The grayish box represents the dust cloud density range
required to trigger a Snowball Earth event, which has included the required optical depth
increases due to the reduced radiative forcing from the dust cloud because of the
reflective and absorptive properties of interstellar dust as compared to the purely
reflective dust cloud layer. From the figure, it is evident that even a 500 H atoms/cm3
increase in cloud density substantially increases the time between encounters. Such an
increase in cloud encounter frequency significantly reduces the likelihood that a
Neoproterozoic Snowball Earth event was triggered by an interstellar dust cloud.
However, it does not rule out the possibility.
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The results from Figure 3.4 and Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 also illustrate another
interesting trend. The optical depth necessary to trigger a snowball glaciation is
dependent on both the optical assumptions in the model and the initial steady-state
temperature of the model. The reflective and absorptive dust model requires an increased
in optical depth of 0.01 to trigger a Snowball Earth for the modern climate state and
0.007 for the Neoproterozoic climate state as compared to the purely reflective dust
model. However, this increase in optical depth required to trigger a snowball event is
less than the optical depth differences that are caused by the varying of the initial steady
state temperatures before the dust is added. The difference in the optical depth required
to trigger a snowball event between the modern climate state run on the reflective and
absorptive model and the Neoproterozoic climate state run on the reflective and
absorptive model is 0.019, while the difference in the necessary optical depth between
these two climate states on the purely reflective model is 0.016. These results suggest
that the initial steady state climate may play a more significant role in determining the
necessary dust cloud density to trigger a Snowball Earth episode than the optical
assumptions made in the model.
Further Research
Further research into the Interstellar Dust Hypothesis is necessary. Given the
statistical likelihood that the Earth has encountered multiple moderate density interstellar
dust clouds and at least one dense interstellar dust cloud, it is essential to understand the
climate implications of such encounters. Further research on this subject should follow
along these two paths: 1) computer simulations and 2) geologic evidence.
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In light of these findings, further computer model simulations are necessary to
determine at what dust cloud density the Earth would enter a snowball glaciated state.
With the assistance of Jason Goodman, I have begun to investigate this question through
the use of the 1-D radiative convection model, CLiMT. 1-D radiative convection models
are able to better simulate the vertical flow of energy into and out of the Earth than zerodimensional models. This increased precision in energy flow modeling could provide
more accurate results for of the cloud density required to trigger a Snowball Earth event.
However, despite the increased ability to model energy flows, 1-D radiative
convection models are much more challenging to manipulate than zero-dimensional
energy balance models. At this point, my CLiMT model may still require some
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Figure 4.2: Preliminary results of surface temperature vs. optical depth for the 1-D
radiative convection model.
The results in Figure 4.2 are not consistent with the expected trend. The surface
temperature fluctuates as the optical depth increases, which is contrary to the expected
trend that an increase in the optical depth of the dust cloud would result in a decrease in
surface temperature. In addition, a few of the model runs never reached a steady state
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temperature, but instead oscillated in time. However, the amplitude of these oscillations
was less than 0.3 K and is interpreted as unidentified noise in the model output. These
anomalies in the results indicate that further work needs to be done on the basic CLiMT
radiative convection model’s ability to represent aerosol particles. Also, some of the
anomalies in the results could be resolved by re-evaluating the code used to add a high
altitude dust layer. However, the CLiMT model provides a strong foundation on which
to conduct further research. Of course, the most accurate results that could shed light on
the required dust cloud densities would be obtained by using a 3-D general circulation
model (GCM) that would incorporate both the reflective and absorptive optical properties
to the dust layer. However, GCMs are even more challenging to use than 1-D radiative
convection models and require much more computing power. If the resources and time
were available, then such an exploration would be most helpful in determining the
climate implications of an encounter with an interstellar dust cloud and the cloud
densities required to trigger a Snowball Earth event.
In addition to computer simulations, further research in trying to identify
interstellar dust cloud tracers in the geologic record could provide strong evidence
supporting the Interstellar Dust Hypothesis. Computer model evidence could only
suggest that this hypothesis is possible, whereas geologic evidence could suggest that an
encounter with an interstellar dust cloud did occur. Pavlov et al. [2005] suggest
measuring uranium isotope ratios. The two primary uranium isotopes on the Earth are
uranium 238, 238U, and uranium 235, 235U. Over 99% of the current naturally occurring
uranium is 238U, while the remaining less than 1% is 235U. The major reason for this
difference in abundance is that the half-life of 238U is roughly 4.46 billion years whereas
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the half-life of 235U is only about 700 million years [Gunter, 1977]. Thus, considerably
more 235U has decayed into its stable daughter product than 238U.
However, interstellar dust clouds are believed to have higher ratios of 235U to 238U
than the Earth, which could leave a detectable imprint in the geologic record [Pavlov et
al., 2005]. As interstellar dust clouds traverse the galaxy, they encounter supernovae,
which are powerful enough to produce heavy elements such as uranium. Supernovae
produce a 235U/238U ratio closer to 1.5 [Symbalisty and Schramm, 1981]. Pavlov et al.
[2005] estimate that an interstellar dust cloud would spend an average of about 1.7 billion
years in the interstellar medium, which given the half life of each isotope, would mean
that an interstellar dust cloud should have a 235U/238U ratio of about 0.37. This ratio is
considerably higher than the ratio on the Earth’s surface. Thus, an encounter with an
interstellar dust cloud should result in a spike in the 235U/238U ratio.
To determine the 235U/238U ratio, the amount of each isotope present in the glacial
sediments must be determined. This could be accomplished by using a mass
spectrometer. However, mass spectrometry is very costly and laborious. Literature has
been published that suggests that gamma ray spectrometry can be used to detect 235U/
238

U anomalies, which would provide a cheaper and easier method to measure the

uranium isotope ratio [Murray et al., 1988].
Gamma ray spectrometry relies on the different decay chains that each isotope has
as it decays from radioactive uranium to its stable daughter product.

238

U ultimately

decays into the stable element lead 206, 206Pb, but along the way it decays into a
sequence of other short-lived daughter products. At each stage in the decay sequence, an
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alpha or beta particle is emitted and sometimes a gamma ray. The decay sequence for
238

U is expressed in equation 4.1

238

U → 206Pb + 8 4He + 6 β- + Q

(4.1)

In equation 4.1, Q = 47.4 MeV/atom, 8 4He represents 8 alpha decays, and 6 β- represents
6 negative beta decays [Gunter, 1977]. Q is the sum of the decay energies of the
sequence in mega-electron volts per radioactive atom. The complete decay sequence of
238

U to stable 206Pb is presented in Figure 4.2:

Figure 4.2: The decay sequence of 238U to its stable daughter product, 206Pb [Gunter,
1977].
In contrast, 235U decays into the stable element lead 207, 207Pb. Its decay sequence is
presented in equation 4.2.
235

U → 207Pb + 7 4He + 4 β- + Q

(4.2

In equation 4.2, Q = 45.2 MeV/atom, 7 4He represents 8 alpha decays, and 4 β- represents
4 negative beta decays [Gunter, 1977]. The complete decay sequence of 235U to stable
207

Pb is presented in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The decay sequence of 235U to its stable daughter product, 207Pb [Gunter,
1977]
From Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, the differences in the decay chains of these two
isotopes are illustrated. Equation 4.1 and equation 4.2 illustrate the differences in the
energies emitted in the form of alpha, beta and gamma ray emission. By focusing a
gamma ray spectrometer on different gamma ray energies, which correspond to different
gamma rays emitted by each decay cycle, the count of the number of decays that are
occurring in Neoproterozoic glacial sedimentary rocks could be determined. Using this
count, the ratio of 235U to 238U can be determined.
To make some back-of-the-envelope calculations for the amount of time required
to take gamma ray counts in order to obtain statistically significant results, some
assumptions have to be made. First, an estimate of the atomic weight of a rock is
required. More than 80% of the Earth’s crust is made up of oxygen, silicon, and
aluminum, while the rest is comprised of heavier elements [Marshak, 2008]. Silicon has
an average atomic weight of 28, aluminum has an average atomic weight of 27, and
oxygen has an average atomic weight of 16. For the purpose of calculations, the
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‘average’ atomic weight is assumed to be 30. The atomic weight is a measure of the
number of grams per mol. By dividing Avogadro’s Number (6.02 * 1023 mol-1) by the
‘average’ atomic weight of a rock, it is determined that there are about 2*1022 atoms per
gram in a random rock sample. According to the New Mexico Bureau of Geology and
Mineral Resources, the average concentration of uranium in sedimentary rocks is about 2
parts per million. Since Neoproterozoic rocks that would contain a 235U to 238U ratio
anomaly would be from glacial deposits, this concentration is a decent estimate for this
exercise. Thus, there would be about 4*1016 uranium atoms per gram.
Given the contemporary percentage of 235U, in a 1,000 atom sample of terrestrial
uranium, about 7 of those atoms would be 235U and the remaining would be 238U. Thus,
in the random rock sample, there would be a concentration of about 2.8*1014 235U atoms
per gram. The number of radioactive atoms with respect to time can be described by
equation 4.3.
N(t) = N0 * 2-t/τ

(4.3)

In equation 4.3, N(t) is the number of atoms remaining at time t, N0 is the starting number
of atoms, t is time, and τ is the half-life of the radioactive element. In order to find the
number of atoms that have decayed in a time interval of t, the equation is rearranged and
presented in equation 4.4.
Number of decays = N0 * (1 - 2-t/τ)

(4.4)

Using the estimated number of 235U atoms per gram of an ‘average’ sedimentary rock, the
number of decays per second of 235U atoms is determined to be about 0.008 decays per
gram per second. For a 1/2 kg rock, there should be about 4 decays per second. If this
1/2 kg sample were to be recorded for a day, then there would be about 3.6*105 decays,
+/- 600 decays. Since a gamma ray spectrometer would not be able to detect all emitted
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gamma rays because they are emitted in all directions, this amount would be an
overestimate. It is supposed that a gamma ray spectrometer can detect at best about 1/10
of the gamma rays emitted. Thus, the detector would likely measure 3.6*104 decays, +/190 decays of 235U. If 7 uranium atoms in a thousand are expected to be 235U, the
remaining 993 should be 238U. Working through the same calculations, it is determined
that the detector would likely measure 8.4*105 +/- 920 decays of 238U.
If Neoproterozoic glacial deposits were to be “enriched” by the increased ratio of
235

U to 238U in interstellar dust, then it should be possible to detect this “enrichment” by

means of a gamma ray spectrometer. Pavlov et al. [2005] calculated that interstellar dust
clouds should have a 235U to 238U ratio of 0.37, which is considerably higher than the
current ratio of 0.007. However, in the roughly 700 million years since these glaciation
episodes, nearly half of the 235U atoms would have decayed and some of the 238U would
have decayed. To determine the current percentage of 235U, some calculations using
equation 4.3 are required.
If the expected 235U to 238U ratio was about 0.37 for pure interstellar dust, then
there were roughly 37 235U atoms to every 100 238U atoms. If this pure dust layer was
laid down 700 million years ago, then about 19 of the original 37 235U atoms would
remain today and 90 of the original 100 238U atoms would remain today. Thus, the
percentage of 235U to total uranium would be about 17%, which is considerably higher
than the current percentage of 0.7% for a normal sedimentary rock. Thus, a layer of pure
interstellar dust deposited about 700 million years ago would have considerably more
gamma rays emitted than a dust-free rock. Assuming the same concentration of uranium
in sedimentary rocks as above, there would be about 6.8*1015 atoms of 235U per gram.
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Using this number for the initial number of 235U atoms at time zero, then the decay rate
per second should be about 0.2 atoms of 235U per second per gram. For a1/2 kg rock,
there should be about 103 decays per second. If this sample were recorded for a day,
then there would be about 9.2*105 +/- 960 decays of 235U, taking into account the
percentage of total gamma rays that the detector could measure. Since there would be
more 235U relative to 238U in these “enriched” rocks, there should be less detectable 238U
decays as compared to normal rocks. If 17% of the uranium would be 235U, then the
remaining 83% would 238U, and using the same calculations, the detector could likely
measure 7.1*105 +/- 840 decays of 238U.
A figure of the number of decays vs. the concentration of interstellar dust in the
rock after one day of recording is presented below in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Number of detectable decays vs. rock concentration of interstellar dust for
one day of recording. The decreasing trend in 238U counts as concentration increases is
because it was assumed that the total number of uranium elements in the rock sample is
the same for all concentrations. Thus, as the amount of 235U atoms increases, due to
enrichment from interstellar dust, the number of 238U atoms must decrease to keep the
total number of uranium atoms constant.
The number of decays for a concentration of zero is the number that would be
expected when measuring any random interstellar dust-free sedimentary rock. The
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number of decays for a concentration of one is the number of decays that you would
expect if you found a sedimentary rock made purely of interstellar dust. However, since
the starting number of uranium atoms is unknown, the expected ratio of gamma rays
detected from decays of 235U to 238U is calculated. These detectable 235U/238U gamma ray
counts are presented in Figure 4.5 on a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 4.5: Number of detectable 235U gamma rays divided by the number of detectable
238
U gamma rays vs. concentration on a logarithmic scale
Figure 4.5 displays the ratio of detectable gamma rays emitted from the decay of 235U to
the detectable gamma rays emitted from the decay of 238U including error bars. From
these results, it possible that significant differences in this ratio could be differentiated
between zero parts dust and 0.001 parts dust after only one day of measurement. If the
length of measurement was to be increased or the size of the rock was to be increased,
then the precision would increase and it might be possible to differentiate between zero
parts dust and 0.00001 parts dust or 0.000001 parts dust. These results suggest that
gamma ray spectroscopy could be a very viable option to detect a 235U/238U anomaly in
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Neoproterozoic rocks, which could provide geologic evidence in support of the
Interstellar Dust Hypothesis.
In addition to looking at uranium ratios, investigating the iridium levels in
Neoproterozoic glacial deposits could provide supporting geologic evidence for the
Interstellar Dust Hypothesis. In 2005, Bodiselitsch et al. published an article that used
iridium anomalies in the Sturtian and Marinoan glaciation strata to argue that there must
have been Snowball Earth type glaciation events. Their reasoning was that a completely
glaciated ocean would collect the constant influx of iridium on its solid surface and
would deposit all of the iridium after a few million years when the ice melted, resulting in
a spike in the iridium concentration. Based on the magnitude of the iridium spike, they
calculated the time of glaciation required to cause such a spike. In these calculations,
they assumed a contemporary iridium flux rate. If the Earth were to encounter an
interstellar dust cloud, then increased rates of iridium deposits would occur until the
Earth glaciated. If it took a while for this glaciation to occur, then there would likely be a
record of increased iridium deposits in the Neoproterozoic rocks leading up to the glacial
deposits. A new analysis of the Bodiselitsch et al. [2005] data set might observe this
trend. Another method using iridium anomalies would be if the duration of the glaciation
event could be better determined. Bodiselitsch et al. [2005] calculated the duration of
glaciation required to cause such an iridium spike based off the current iridium flux.
However, if the duration of glaciation were determined to be significantly less than the
duration length calculated by Bodiselitsch et al. [2005], then the iridium flux would have
likely have had to been greater during the glaciation events. A greater iridium flux could
be explained by an encounter with an interstellar dust cloud.
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Conclusion
Passing through an interstellar dust cloud would likely have severe climate
implications for the Earth. Pavlov et al. [2005] posit that such an event could be a
triggering mechanism for a Neoproterozoic Snowball Earth event. However, the results
that support this hypothesis were based on a set of optical assumptions that did not
include the absorptive properties of interstellar dust. The magnitude of these assumptions
was investigated in this research, and it was found that there was about a one fifth
reduction in the cooling trend caused by the dust cloud when more accurate optical
properties were included in the climate model. Such a reduction in the cooling trend
would require an even denser interstellar dust cloud to trigger a Snowball Earth event.
Since the statistical likelihood of an encounter with interstellar dust clouds decreases with
density, the results from this research provide a possible set-back for the Interstellar Dust
Hypothesis.
Additional research into the climate impacts of an encounter with an interstellar
dust cloud is necessary. More sophisticated climate models, such as a 1-D radiative
convection model or a 3-D general circulation model, could provide a more accurate
determination of the cloud density necessary to trigger a Snowball Earth event. Also,
geologic investigations could provide supporting evidence for this hypothesis. An
encounter with an interstellar dust cloud would likely leave some sort of geologic tracers.
Investigations of uranium isotope ratios or iridium levels could help to determine whether
or not the Earth encountered an interstellar dust cloud during the Neoproterozoic Era. In
addition to snowball glaciations being caused by interstellar dust clouds, other climate
implications of encounters with interstellar dust clouds have been investigated. Some
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have speculated that an encounter with an interstellar dust cloud could drastically change
the atmospheric chemistry. For example, incoming hydrogen atoms in the interstellar
dust cloud could bond with free oxygen from disassociated ozone (03) to form high
altitude water, which would likely freeze, forming a high-altitude ice haze [McKay and
Thomas, 1978]. The fascinating climate repercussions of an encounter with an
interstellar dust cloud warrant further research and attention from the scientific
community.
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